CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter provides the conclusion of the whole study and suggestion from the researcher.

5.1. Conclusion

This study was aimed to investigate the occurrence of conversation structure in *The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon*. The conversation structure included turn-taking system, adjacency pairs, sequence organization (pre-sequence, insertion-sequence, and post-sequence), overlaps, silence (gap, lapse, and pause), preferred organization (agreement and disagreement), and repair organization (self-repair and other repair).

Based on the research findings, the researcher found the answer of the research question, “What are the conversation structure occurred in *The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon*?”, that the conversation structure occurred in both conversations were: in the conversation with Guest 1, the conversation structure occurred were: Turn-taking system, adjacency pairs, overlaps, and insertion-sequence. And in the conversation with Guest 2 were: Turn-taking system, adjacency pairs, overlaps, and silence, and self-repair.

From both conversations, the researcher found that the host was using different approach to his guests. The warmth and fresh jokes were the same, but the way he talked to his guests seems depend on the guest and the topic. It seems that the host treated female guest as close friend, and male guest as
brother. Because the host treated Guest 1 like his close friend and Guest 2 like his younger brother.

5.2. **Suggestion**

Based on the findings, the researcher suggested that in daily life conversation, the conversation structure should be given more attention and consideration in teaching conversation in order to achieve a nice and flowing conversation; and the approach used in talking to different conversation partner. Lastly, the researcher hoped that this research could contribute for the next researcher who will study about conversation analysis more thoroughly.